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All translation planes of order 16, which admit a 4-group fixing a Baer subplane, 
are determined. 
In [4] Johnson and Ostrom consider translation planes P of order 16 
admitting the group L,(7) as a collineation group. It can easily be shown 
that in this case L,(7) contains a 4-group V fixing a Baer subplane of P 
pointwise. 
The purpose of this paper is to characterize translation planes of order 16 
by this property. More precisely we prove the following. 
THEOREM. Let P be a translation plane of order 16 admitting an 
elementary abelian 4-group E such that Fix(E) is a Baer subplane of P. Then 
P is isomorphic to 
(i) the Hall plane of order 16, 
(ii) the Lorimer-Rahilly plane, 
(iii) the Johnson- Walker plane, 
(iv) a derived semifield plane with translation complement 
z, x (Z, x 4). z,, 
(v) the Dempwolflplane. 
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We also have the following generalization of a result of Johnson [5, 
Theorem (3.3)). 
COROLLARY. Let x be a semiJield plane of order 16. If n’ is a translation 
plane obtained by replacing a derivable net containing the shears axis, then 
n’ is isomorphic to one of the planes of the above theorem. 
Proof of the corollary. A derivable net containing the shears axis is left 
invariant by a 4-group of elations of the translation complement of 7~. The 
inherited group induces on II’ a 4-group of Baer involutions fixing a Baer 
subplane. Thus rr’ is isomorphic to one of the planes of the theorem. 
Conversely, each of these planes contains a derivable net (see Section 2). 
Remark. Under the additional assumption that a translation plane of 
order 16 admits a nonsolvable group of collineations the assertions of the 
theorem may be deduced by a result of Johnson, who determines translation 
planes of order 16 by this property. The crucial point of the above theorem 
is that the small group E of collineations is sufficient for a classification. 
Finally we would like to remark that Johnson independently observed that 
the Dempwolff plane can be obtained by deriving the semifield plane of order 
16 with kernel GF(2). 
1. NOTATION AND PREPARATORY RESULTS 
Let V be an n-dimensional GF(2)-vectorspace and W = I/ @ V. Let x be a 
collection V, = ((0, V) ( v E V), V, = {(v, 0) ( v E V), V, ,..., V,,-, of n- 
dimensional subspaces (spread) such that W = I’, U lJf”;’ Vi. Then 
according to [ 21 (W, n) becomes a translation plane of order 2” and for i > 1 
we may assume Vi = {(v, vt,) ] v E V}, where t, induces the identity on V and 
t,. t; ’ acts lixedpointfree on V for i fj and 1 < i, j < 2” - 1. 
As GL(4, 2) N A,, e.g., see [3, II, 2.51, we describe in our case the 
elements in A4 = {t r,..., t,,} as permutations in A,. This will give us an 
effective computational approach for classifying translation planes of order 
16. For instance, the unpleasant matrix multiplication is replaced by simple 
multiplication of permutations. Note that we never make use of an explicit 
isomorphism between GL(4,2) and A,. The above condition imposed on the 
elements of M yields that tit,: ’ (i #j) is a permutation of cycle structure 
(abc), WcWe)(fg), (abcde), or (abcde)(fgh). (“1 
Furthermore without loss of generality we label the subspaces Vi in such a 
way that Fix(E) C V, U V, U V, U V, U V,. 
The following lemma is well known (e.g., see [ 11). 
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LEMMA 1.1. (a) Let p be a collineation of the translation complement 
of (w, n). 
(i) If p fixes V, and V,,, , then there are t, s E GL( V), such that 
t-‘Ms = M and p: W 3 (u, w) + (ut, ws) E W. 
(ii) Assumptions as in (i) and in addition p fixes V, , then t = s. 
(b) (Changing coordinates.) 
(i) Changing the ‘notation, so that Vi becomes V1 (2 <i < 15) 
yields that M has to be replaced by t,: ‘M. 
(ii) Interchanging the roles of V, and V, means that M is replaced 
by M-‘. 
(iii) Interchanging the roles of V, and Vi means that M is replaced 
by (Mt;‘+ 1)-l= ((mt;‘+ 1))‘ ImEM- (ti}}U (1). 
(iv) Replacing the pair V,, V, by the pair V,, Vi gives a 
replacement of A4 by M-It, + 1 = {melti + 1 1 m EM- {ti}} U { 1). 
(c) Let M and M’ (as above) define translation planes (W, or) and 
(W, 7r’), where 7t’ = V&, V; ,.... If there is an x E A, with x- ‘Mx = M’, then 
there is an isomorphism cp: (W, TT) + (W, n’) with cp: Vi-, V,!, Vi -+ VI for 
i= oo,O, 1. 
According to Lemma l.l(a, ii) the group E can be regarded as a subgroup 
of GL(4, 2) N A, normalizing M and centralizing t, , t,, t,. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let i be an involution in A, normalizing M and centralizing 
(t, , t,, t3}, then i is of type (ab)(cd). If E is a 4-group in A,, normalizing M 
and centralizing {t, , t,, t3}, then E is of type ((ab)(cd), (ac)(bd)). 
Proof. Assume i is of type (ab)(cd)(ef )(gh). Then CA8(i) is a {2, 3 j-group 
and the 3-elements in this group are of type (ace)(bdf). So C,,(i) n M = 1, a 
contradiction. Let E be a 4-group whose nontrivial elements are of type 
(ab)(cd). Then E is conjugated in A, to either ((ab)(cd), (ac)(bd)) or 
((ab)bQ WW)). H owever, in the second case CA*(E) is a 2-group which 
would imply CA&E) n M = 1, a contradiction. 
For the remainder of this article we assume without loss of generality that 
E = ((45)(67), (46)(5V). 
2. THE PLANES OCCURRING IN THE THEOREM 
For convenience we give a short description of the planes arising in the 
theorem in the language of permutations of A,. We will also indicate how 
one obtains a large part of the collineation group (in fact in most cases the 
full collineation group) with the help of Lemma 1.1. We will show in the 
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proof of the theorem, that there are at most five nonisomorphic planes 
admitting a Bear 4-group. Then the identification of these planes described 
below via their automorphisms group is obvious, since all five planes admit a 
Baer 4-group and are clearly nonisomorphic. 
According to the preceding paragraph set t, = 1, t, = (123), t, = (132) 
and tE = (ete ( e E E} for an element t E A *. 
The Hall plane of order 16: M, = {tl, t,, t, (45678)E, (45786)E, 
(46587)E). M, - {tl, t,t,} is a conjugacy class of elements of order 5 of A, 
acting on {4,5,6,7,8 1 and so L N A 5 acting on (4,5,6, 7,8) normalizes M, 
and induces a subgroup of Aut( IV, a,) fixing the components VW,,.., YX. 
(123) centralizes M, and so the kernel of this plane is GF(4). As M, = M; I, 
there is an elation fixing V, and interchanging V, and V,. Without verifying 
we mention, that for either i = 2 or i = 3 the map u: W 3 (0, u) -+ (u + ut,, v) 
defines an automorphism of order 5 fixing V4,..., V,, and ((T) L = (a) x L. 
(Note that i depends on the choice of the isomorphism (4: A, + GL(4, 2). 
Replacing rp by the automorphism p*-the composition of CJI with the 
transpose-inverse automorphism of GL(4,2+means that the roles of t, and 
t, have to be interchanged.) 
The Lorimer-Rahilly plane: M, = {t,, t,, t,, (345)E, (246)E, ( 147)E}. 
The Johnson-Walker plane: M, = {t,, t,, t,, (345)E, (247)E, (146)E}. M, 
(i= 2, 3) contains exactly fourteen 3-cycles. The support of the 3-cycles 
gives precisely seven sets of cardinality 3 which form a projective plane of 
order 2. Hence the permutation group Xi in A, leaving this plane fixed is 
isomorphic to GL(3,2) and normalizes Mi. We assume that we have picked 
the isomorphism q: A, -+ GL(4, 2) in such a way that XT stabilizes a point. 
Then X!$’ stabilizes a hyperplane. In particular M, and M, can not coordinize 
isomorphic planes, since the full translation complement is isomorphic to 
S, x GL(3,2) in both cases (e.g., see [6]). 
The derived semifield plane: M, = (t,, t,, t,, (148)“, (248)“, (348)“). 
Here H = (E, (123), (456), (23)(56)} N (2, x A4) . Z, obviously normalizes 
M,. Since M, + 1 = M; ‘, there is by Lemma 1.1 a collineation p of order 3 
leaving the components V, ,..., V,, fixed and interchanging V,, V, and V1. 
We have that H@) = H x @) is the full translation complement (see also 
Ill)* 
The Dempwolff plane: M, = {tl, t,, t,, (348)E, (12483)E, (14832)E}. Since 
(48)(56) M,(34)(56) = M,, there is a collineation p of order 2 such that 
L = @, E) ru A,. M, = (123) M, means that there is a collineation 5 of order 
3 fixing V, pointwise, i.e., r is a homology. 
Finally (12)(56) M,(12)(56) induces an involution u and one readily 
checks in A, that L(t, u) = TL(2,4) (e.g., see [ 11). 
Always the components V,, V,,, V,, V,, V, with their translates form a 
derivable net. Derivation gives in the case of the Dempwolff plane the 
semifield plane with kern GF(2), in the case of the Hall plane the 
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desarguesian plane, and in ail other cases the semifield plane with kern 
GF(4) (for details also see [5]). 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Using the notation of the preceding sections we have that E acts on M by 
conjugation fixing t, , t,, t,. We determine all coordinate sets M with this 
property. Now CA&E) = E x ((123), (128)) and C,JE)/E =A4, so 
t,, t, E CA&E) n M have order 3 or 6. A, acts 2-transitive on its Sylow 3- 
subgroups, so we may pick without loss of generality t, = (123)a, 
t,= (132)b or t, = (123)a, t, = (128)b, where a,bE E. By further 
conjugation with elements in NAB(E) (and interchanging the roles of t, and t, 
if necessary), we may assume a = (45)(67) and b = (45)(67) or (46)(57) if 
a # 1 and b = 1 or (45)(67) if a = 1. Thus there are exactly eight different 
cases for picking t, and t,. In each of these cases we compute all sets 
M’ = {fd,..., 15 t } of elements of type (*) of Section 1, such that t;‘tj also is 
an element of type (*) for all choices ti # tj out of A4 = {tl , t2, t,, M’} and 
such that M’ is invariant under conjugation with E. Since M’ splits into three 
orbits of length 4 under E, we only have to find representatives of each orbit 
in such a way, that all orbit members are compatible with t, , t,, t, , among 
each other, and that each orbit member is compatible with one representative 
every other orbit. 
For the search of the sets M’ it is advisable to use a computer. The 
program we used was set up in the following pattern: 
The list L of 5824 permutations of type (*) in A, is produced and totally 
ordered say by <. Then the sublist L 1 of permutations compatible with t, , t, , 
t3 is computed. In a third step we run through the list L, following the order 
< and establish all E-orbits Mi &L, (i = 1, 2,...) and collect them in a list 
L,. In the final step all triples of sets Mi, Mj, Mk EL, with Mi < Mj < Mk 
are established, such that they are mutually compatible. The result after less 
then 1 min computing time is that only in the case t, = (123), t, = (132) are 
there compatible sets M’ and that there are precisely 146 of them. 
Using Lemma 1.1 we reduce these 146 cases to the examples M, ,..., M, of 
Section 2 (the reduction process shows how these sets can be recovered from 
M M,, 1 ,***, so we do not write them down here): We call two sets 
“equivalent” if one is obtained by the other by an operation described in 
Lemma 1. I(b) or (c). Obviously equivalent sets coordinize isomorphic 
planes. Thus multiplying these 146 sets from the left with (123) and (132) 
we obtain 47 sets of equivalent triples of M’s and 5 sets are fixed by this 
operation, e.g., the set M,. Inverting the elements in each set shows that 
there are 28 sets of equivalent M’s. The operations M-+ M + 1, 
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M-PM + (123), and M-, M + (132) give a further reduction to 9 sets of 
equivalent M’s with representatives M, ,..., M, , and 
Mb = { (346)E, (245)E, ( 147)E}, 
M; = { (346)E, (247)E, ( 145)E}, 
Mk = ( (347)E, (245)E, (146)“}, 
M; = ( (347)E, (246)E, (145)“). 
Observe that (12)(56) M,(12)(56) = M,, (23)(57) M,(23)(57) = M,, 
(12)(67)M,(WW =Ms, and (23)(57) M,(23)(57) = M, leaving us with 5 
sets of equivalent M’s and so the proof of the theorem is complete. 
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